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Objectives
• To provide an overview of UNICEF vaccine
response to health emergencies
• Obstacles to access affordable vaccines

• Considerations for UNICEF and UNICEF’s role
in response to humanitarian crisis: access to
vaccine
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Considerations to access vaccines in
emergencies
Availability of quality assured vaccines:
•
UNICEF procures WHO prequalified vaccine
•
If there is limited or no supply of prequalified vaccine, UNICEF has established criteria to ensure the quality of the
product including:
– The manufacturer must be WHO pre-qualified for supply of at least one other vaccine.
– The vaccine must be licensed by the NRA in the country of origin, and this NRA must be functional (as assessed
by WHO/RSS)
– The vaccine must be registered in at least two additional countries with functional NRAs (as assessed by
WHO/RSS).
•
In emergency situation where there are no options that meet the criteria, we will procure with the approval of the
recipient country and WHO endorsement
Product registration in country:
•
Approval is required by country to permit the vaccine into country if there are no other options available; we must
respect the NRAs; support from WHO if/as needed
No available vaccine in the market:
•
Limited supply/supply constrained vaccines are managed by the ICG; this is not the case with OPV/Measles
•
Stockpiling vaccine to ensure there is timely availability of vaccines, taking into consideration global market for vaccine
and lead-times for production
Timely Supply of vaccine to respond to outbreaks:
•
Stockpiling vaccines or our long term arrangement (LTAs) improve the availability of vaccines required for timely
response;
•
Forecasting needs will assist us to develop contractual agreements with suppliers or terms sheets for donations of
vaccines in support of emergency use)
•
Forecasting accuracy and contracting help to achieve affordable prices for vaccines

Requests for access to vaccines through UNICEF
Requests for vaccines to respond to humanitarian crises have been limited to PCV

During Q4 2015 and Q1 2016, SD received the following requests:

Q4 2015 / Q1 2016
PROJECTIONS (KNOWN)
Requester

Affected
population

Case

Vaccination
Target
12 Months
Schedule /
population
need (doses)
doses

Wastage
rate (5%)

Buffer stock
Total Doses
(25%) (buffer + wastage)

Tanzania CO

Burundian

Refugees

10,000

3

30,000

1,500

7,875

39,375

Rwanda CO

Burundian

Refugees

3,746

3

11,238

562

2,950

14,750

UNICEF RO - MENA

Sudanese

Population in rebel controlled areas

10,000

3

30,000

1,500

7,875

39,375

Syrian

Refugees

10,000

3

30,000

1,500

7,875

39,375

Palestinian

Refugees

6,000

3

18,000

900

4,725

23,625

3

10,000

500

2,625

13,125

Lebanon CO (*)
UNICEF RO -CEE/CIS

Several origins Migrants /Refugees

169,625

Mapping: Access to PCV in Humanitarian Emergency

Within / Towards
a Gavi supported
country

AMC prices are accessible
to Gvt and CSOs
Process needs to be simplified and better
understood by manufacturers

Within / Towards
countries with a
PCV program

Affected
Population
Within / Towards
countries without
a PCV program

National or reference prices
applicable
Expensive to UN and NGOs providing support /
funding
Legal / contractual barriers from manufacturers
Lack of a widely applicable framework

Reference prices applicable ?
Expensive to UN and NGOs providing support /
funding
Legal / contractual barriers from manufacturers
Lack of a widely applicable framework
Resistance from host governments (?)

Considerations for UNICEF and UNICEF’s role
in response to humanitarian crisis
 UNICEF is committed to providing quality assured, affordable vaccines for
children, and recognizes the inequity in the access to affordable vaccine,
including countries that are not Gavi-eligible.
 UNICEF further recognizes that acceptance of donations of vaccines is not a
sustainable measure to ensure children have access to affordable vaccines, and
may in fact inhibit the ability to secure this goal.
 UNICEF, in all negotiations with manufacturers, including those concerning
donation of vaccines, will continue to pursue opportunities to increase access to
affordable vaccine.
 UNICEF, in collaboration with WHO, will pursue a mechanism that may be used to
access pneumococcal vaccine for response to humanitarian emergencies.
 UNICEF will share the proposed Terms and Conditions for acceptance of
donations of PCV with MSF for their feedback and input as it is anticipated that
they will be accessing supply from the stockpile.

Thank You

Global Emergency activities
59 countries & territories

Recent examples 2015

Moving forward
Majority of vaccines to be considered for
Emergency Response
Traditional approach or historical trends:
no longer valid approach
Decision Making Framework including 3
steps:
1) an assessment of the epidemiological risk
posed by each potentially important VPD
within a given context;
2) a consideration of the properties
of each vaccine to be taken into account
for the intervention;
3) prioritization of the importance
of vaccination in relation to other urgent
public-health interventions

